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INNOVATIVE MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS
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Burdett's, Inc.

Scott Speiden (Itasca C C), Jordan the Wonder-Retriever,
Charlie Brugler (Bojo Turf Supply), Mike Mumper (Park

Ridge C C), and Grace the City Dog Who Can 't Hunt a Lick
with their fine tally of pheasants from a recent hunt.

D.B.A. Bill Boyd

Jason Dempsay of Snodeen, Inc.,
gives new meaning to the phrase

"carry-all, " toting the 12-point,
225-lb. field-dressed buck that

he bagged (in this case, boxed)
off hole #5 of a local golf course.

The deer received a net score of 161-7/8
(I presume for style points demon-

strated while responding to the arrow).

Let Timberline bring your next project into the
next millenium as a turnkey operation
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Rich Schau of Lesco, Inc., shows off his 36" muskie,
which was caught in a lake in a state in more-than-a-

few-but-Iess-than-several feet of water with something
attached to the line to catch it. True fishermen are

very coy about divulging information. Rich's guests, Bob
Kohlstedt of Fox Bend G.C and Dave Braasch

of Hughes Creek G.C, sadly netted only
a couple dozen "bottle bass. "

SUPER ASIDES
The fall season offers us the opportunity to pursue interests aside from gol.h lvhich is nice.
When golf course superintendents and industry sales reps need to blow off some steam
after a long season of killing grass and selling products that don)t stop us from killing
grass) they can sometimes befound out in a field or on a lake killing something else. Here
are a fen) of our members displaying their ero-Magnon tendencies toward hunting and
gathering ...
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